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Description

Problems

Pretty Much Resolved by the wiki ALIAS function - so closed.

Redirect plugin

- is not included by default in TikiWiki because it could be used for bad things
- creates redundancy (in search results, page listings, etc) - maybe redirected pages should not appear in list?
Renamed pages

- do not automatically redirect - creates broken links.

Proposed solution:

renamed pages

- When a page is renamed the user must choose "hard or soft redirect" perhaps better known as "redirect or refer from old page?"
  - hard redirect places redirect plugin on pagename-old to pagename-new.
  - soft redirect puts something at top of page like

This page has been renamed: pagename

Add synonyms/aliases to a page

suggestion (mlp): adding aliases to a page should automatically create pages with hard or soft redirects to pagename. Note that the adding of alias pages must not destroy data if page already exists.

Ex.: dev.tikiwiki.org/Tracker
dev.tikiwiki.org/Trackers
dev.tikiwiki.org/Bug tracker

would be aliases. It would avoid the pollution we have here:
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-orphan_pages.php

doc.tikiwiki.org/Install
doc.tikiwiki.org/Installation
doc.tikiwiki.org/Installer

Each wiki page should be able to put one or many aliases. These aliases would work in search. All the aliases should have an important weight in the internal search engine.

We could use this instead of renaming pages. Also, when we do rename a page, we could have an option to have the old page name to be an alias of the new one. Thus, better for external search engines.

Theses aliases could even be used as meta tag for this page.

Putting aliases to non wiki pages (ex.: tiki-forums.php) would make structures more useful. Now, using structures for site navigation only makes sense if you only have wiki pages. And who only wants to have wiki pages with all the great features offered by TikiWiki?
It also help to use cleaner page links in sentences. If my Wiki page is called Install, I have to do the following now:

> For more information about ((Install|Installation))

With aliases, I could do:

> For more information about ((Installation))

Page aliases - and hard redirects - should permit to set status "Moved Permanently" for robots to send traffic to main page.

What would we do with page renames? (which correct links in wiki pages). Needs some thought. We don't want some unwanted changing of text in existing wiki pages.

Do we need? Redirect to internal or external http is ok because a special permission is needed to use. -> tiki_p_wiki_alias . In security admin, warn that giving tiki_p_wiki_alias to untrusted people is a security risk.

Related:
Better handling of page renaming
Redirect plugin : should permit to set status "Moved Permanently"
Plural WikiWords when using WikiWord

Solution
Louis-Philippe has started Semantic TikiWiki in 3.0

Pretty Much Resolved by the wiki ALIAS function - so closed.

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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See my request:
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=1185&trackerId=5&show=vie

elukac 08 Dec 08 14:59 GMT-0000

it seems that the idea of aliases could unlock a problem I have with structures: Some
pages should appear in more than 1 structure. So far, I thought of making the content
a page to appear in the "duplicates" by means of the INCLUDE command.
Is the alias approach effectively solving my problem?
thanks,
Eric
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